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Abstract
This article presents an evolutionary approach for virtual machine planning under the model of
virtual brokering for IaaS services in cloud computing. The proposed evolutionary algorithm provides an accurate technique for managing the cloud user requests and planning the effective utilization of virtual machines owned by the virtual broker. The main results indicate that the planning
method is able to guarantee significant profit values for the broker, while fulfilling the service level
agreements required by users. The proposed evolutionary approach outperforms several planning
heuristics previously proposed in the literature.

1

Introduction

Cloud computing [7, 14] has emerged as one of the main paradigms for solving complex problems,
including large-scale data processing, commercial and scientific applications, etc. Cloud computing
enables ubiquitous access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources and data, via on-demand
services that are offered by cloud providers to cloud users (customers).
The main features that makes cloud computing attractive are flexibility (resources can be rapidly
provisioned and released on-demand, with minimal management effort), robustness (redundancy, replication, and fail over mechanisms are easily implemented), and the capability of gathering potentially
unlimited computational power. These features are enabled by means of hardware virtualization, a technology that allows splitting a single physical computing resource into several separated virtual resources
(virtual machines, VMs) to be used for different computing tasks, or to provide a number of services.
Cloud computing is based on a business model in which providers offer services to customers. Within
the stack of provisioning models, Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is the model in which the provider
offers resources (e.g., processing power, storage, networks) to customers, providing the infrastructure
to deploy and run software components, including operating systems, databases, and high-level applications. IaaS provides a flexible model to deploy applications in the cloud, but it also poses challenges
for users/customers. The customer has control over operating systems, storage, network component
selection, and deployed applications, but does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure.
In order to properly manage different offers of cloud providers, a new agent appeared in the cloud
computing business model: the cloud broker, who acts as an intermediary between end users and
providers [4]. In the traditional brokering model, the cloud broker is an agent that manages a portfolio of cloud providers and offers consulting services. The broker provides assistance to cloud users
to find the most suitable providers and the best way to deploy their applications, according to specific
requirements on performance, service level agreements (SLA), security, and costs.
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The virtual cloud brokering model was introduced in our previous article [18]. In this model, a
virtual broker rents infrastructure (VMs) from traditional public cloud providers (such as Amazon Web
Services, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud, etc.) for long periods of time, and sublets these VMs to cloud
users at a cheaper price than they would pay to rent on-demand VMs directly from cloud providers. The
model fits into the IaaS paradigm, and it is profitable due to the price differences between reserved and
on-demand VM instances. The virtual broker considers a hybrid cloud infrastructure by combining its
reserved instances and the public cloud. The virtual cloud brokering model relies on managing the cloud
user requests and planning the effective utilization of VMs to fulfill the SLA required by users.
This article presents an evolutionary approach for the problem of planning VM requests on available
RIs by a virtual cloud broker, considering different types of applications and specific SLA requirements
modeled by deadlines. This proposal extends the approach introduced in our previous conference paper [1], where the VM planning problem for cloud brokering considering geolocation and data transfer
was presented and simple heuristics were introduced. The main contributions of the research reported
in this article are: i) an evolutionary planning method is proposed for the problem of planning users’
requests into a set of reserved VMs owned by a virtual broker; and ii) efficient results are reported over
a number of realistic problem scenarios, outperforming previous heuristics proposed in the related literature and demonstrating that the proposed virtual brokering IaaS model is profitable when applying
appropriate methods for VM planning.
The article is organized as follows. The next section presents the main concepts of cloud brokering,
the virtual brokering model for IaaS clouds, and the mathematical formulation of the virtual machines
planning problem for virtual IaaS brokers. A review of related works about cloud brokering and methods
for VM planning is summarized in Section 3. The proposed evolutionary planning method is described
in Section 4. The experimental evaluation of the proposed evolutionary algorithm (EA) over a set of
realistic problem scenarios is reported in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions and the
main lines for future work.

2

Cloud brokering and virtual cloud brokering

This section introduces the main features of cloud brokering, the virtual cloud brokering model, and the
formulation of the VM planning problem.

2.1

Cloud brokering

Cloud brokering is a business model for cloud computing in which three agents are identified. According
to the International Standards Organization [12], the cloud broker is defined as “a cloud service partner
that negotiates relationships between cloud service customers and cloud service providers”. The cloud
broker emerged as an important actor to assist cloud users in the quest of finding the best choices of both
hardware and software for implementing, deploying, and/or executing their applications [8].

2.2

Virtual cloud brokering

The virtual brokering model for IaaS services was introduced in our previous work [18]. It is a new
business model for cloud computing in which a new agent, the virtual broker, rents a set of VMs from
traditional cloud providers for a large period of time (e.g., one or two years) at discounted prices, and then
sublets those resources to cloud users. The broker charges users a lower cost than the one they would pay
to rent on-demand VMs from cloud providers. The virtual broker profit comes from the significant price
differences between reserved and on-demand VM instances. The virtual cloud brokering model relies
on using accurate methods for planning the effective utilization of VMs to fulfill the users requests,
according to the problem formulation that is presented in the next subsection.
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Problem formulation

This subsection presents the mathematical formulation of the virtual machines planning problem for
virtual IaaS brokers. Considering the following elements:
• Broker infrastructure: A set of reserved VM instances leased by the virtual broker, RI =
{r1 , ..., rm }. Each RI rj has hardware characteristics given by its processor speed P (rj ), number
of cores nc(rj ), memory size M (rj ), and persistent storage space S(rj ).
• Cost and pricing functions: A cost function C(rj ) defines the cost the virtual broker pays for
renting RI rj for each time unit. Additionally, COD(rj ) is the cost the virtual broker pays for
renting the same instance as an on-demand instance for each time unit. A pricing function p(rj )
defines the price the virtual broker charges its customers for VM instance rj , for each time unit.
• Customers’ requests: A set of VMs requested by the customers of the IaaS services offered by the
virtual broker, V M = {v1 , ..., vn }, m ⌧ n. Each request vi has specific hardware requirements,
including required processor speed P (vi ), number of cores nc(vi ), memory size M (vi ), and persistent storage space S(vi ). Each request has a time length T (vi ) and deadline D(vi ). The time
length is the amount of time the customer required for the VM, while the deadline is the maximum
amount of time the customer is willing to wait for the VM to be available. Customers’ requests
are of two types: computation tasks and web services. A computation task is a non-interactive
application which may be executed at any time just before its deadline D(vi ). Because of its noninteractive nature, there is flexibility on its starting time. A web service is an interactive task, thus
it must be started without delay (there is no flexibility on the starting time).
• Geographic zones: A set of zones Z = {z1 , ..., zl }. Each VM instance is located in a zone,
depending on the geographic location of its hosting cloud provider. Each application transfers data
to/from users, which are also located in a zone. Function DT C(zj , zi ) defines the data transfer
cost (per GB) for transferring data between zones zi and zj . The data transferred between each
P
zone zi for request vi is given by DT D(vj , zi ), with li=1 DT D(vj , zi ) = 1 8vj 2 V M .

The broker infrastructure and the customers’ requests are the main parameters of the problem. The
decision variables account for the assignment of customers’ requests to available RIs. The problem
model has the following assumptions. Customers’ requests arrive according to a stochastic homogeneous
Poisson process (rate ). All time units are expressed in an hourly basis, which is a realistic assumption
as most cloud providers charge their customers for VM instances utilization a flat rate per hour. The
problem formulation assumes that C(rj ) ⌧ COD(rj ) and C(rj ) < p(rj ) < COD(rj ) to assure that
the virtual brokering model is profitable. The first condition guarantees that the virtual broker obtains
profit from renting VMs from cloud providers at a significantly lower price than on-demand costs. The
second condition is needed to attract customers, who will be willing to use the virtual broker services
because it charges a lower cost for on-demand VMs than the one charged by traditional cloud providers.
The VM planning problem for the IaaS virtual brokering model proposes finding a scheduling function f : V M ! {RI [ V M p } to assign VM requests to VM instances with the objective of maximizing
the profit for the virtual broker, defined by Op in Equation (1). VM instances can be either from RI or
from the public cloud V M p . The QoS is related to the waiting time of the VM requests, i.e., the time
since the VM request arrives until the VM instance starts its execution.

Op = max

m
X

X

(p(BF (vi ))

j=1 i:f (vi )=rj

X

h:ST (vh )>D(vh )
n X
l
X
i=1 k=1

(p(BF (vh ))

C(rj )) · T (vi ) +

COD(BF (vh ))) · T (vh ) +

(1)

DT D(vi , zk ) · DT C(f (vi ), zk ) · DT (f (vi ))
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In Equation 1, BF (vi ) is a function that returns the cheapest (i.e., lowest on-demand cost) RI that is
suitable for request vi (i.e., BF (vi ) meets or exceeds the hardware requirements of vi ). ST (vh ) is the
starting time of request vh according to the scheduling function f .
The virtual broker must satisfy all requests from customers (this is a hard constraint of the proposed
model). In case the virtual broker cannot satisfy the deadline of a request vi using the RI given by
BF (vi ), there are two options: i) the virtual broker can use an available RI with larger capacity than
BF (vi ) to execute request vi or ii) the virtual broker must rent an on-demand VM instance from an external cloud provider in the public cloud to satisfy vi . Both options cause a profit loss, because the virtual
broker must charge p(BF (vi )) for request vi , which is a lower price than the cost of the corresponding
resource.
The resource allocation problem is a generalization of the multidimensional knapsack problem,
which is proved to be NP-hard. For this reason, heuristics and metaheuristics [15] must be used to
compute high-quality solutions within short computational times.

3

Related work

Many articles in the related literature deal with cloud brokering approaches and propose specific techniques to optimize both the provider income and the users’ costs.
Pioneering works [24] suggested applying user estimations and historical information to efficiently
forecast resource utilization in order to minimize underutilization and overbooking. These models are
conceived to benefit both the broker and the user, who will be rewarded with price reductions when
providing accurate information. However, user estimates are well-known to be inaccurate, impacting on
the general performance of the model [20, 22]. Planning methods for the cloud bursting model, which
proposes using a hybrid cloud (private and public resources) [8], are also related to the idea of the virtual
cloud broker, which must buy on-demand VMs from the public cloud in case no private RI is available.
Recent works such as the ones by Hwang et al. [11] and Wang et al. [23] focus on optimizing the cost
of renting VMs for users in a hybrid cloud scenario where users can combine on-demand and reserved
VMs to fulfill their needs. Grozev and Buyya [9] presented a framework for multi-cloud environments
that redirects user applications to appropriate cloud sites taking into account latency and regulatory constraints. Regarding recent brokering strategies, Zhang et al. [25] proposed methods to schedule user
requests on VM instances to be booked on the fly (instead of planning the utilization of already booked
RIs, as proposed in our problem model). Lucanin et al. [13] studied brokering strategies considering
geolocation and applying migration techniques to reduce the energy consumption and energy budget of
a cloud provider. Heilig et al. [10] proposed a Biased Random-Key Genetic Algorithm for the Cloud
Resource Management Problem in multi-cloud environments to reduce the cost and the execution time
of applications under the IaaS paradigm. Related works suggest that EA are efficient methods to solve
the related planning problem.
There has been a controversy about the economic viability of brokering approaches that are based
on booking RIs. The approach proposed by Rogers and Cliff [21] applies a dynamic pricing approach
and collaborative forecasting model, in which users are rewarded (i.e., charged with lower cost for infrastructure utilization) when providing accurate forecasts of resource utilization. Rogers et al. argued
that economic rewards motivate customers to improve their forecasting. The model was later criticized
by Cartlidge and Clamp [3], who showed that no profit can be assured for the broker when using the
cloud pricing schemes from 2014. Cartlidge and Clamp argued that “the window of opportunity [for the
brokering model proposed by Rogers et al.] has now closed”.
The brokering model presented in this work does not rely on forecasting the users’ infrastructure
utilization, but on providing efficient methods for managing and planning the execution of user requests
on available RIs rented by the broker. By applying this approach, the results demonstrate that significant
profit improvements can be obtained without reducing the QoS offered to users. This model opens a new
window of opportunity following the virtual broker approach.
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Evolutionary algorithm for IaaS virtual cloud brokering planning

This section describes the EA proposed to solve the IaaS virtual brokering problem in the cloud.

4.1

Metaheuristics and evolutionary algorithms

Metaheuristics are soft computing methods that allow calculating sub-optimal (even optimal) solutions,
for hard-to-solve problems in reasonable execution times [15].
EAs are stochastic optimization methods that simulate the evolution of species in nature. They
have been successfully applied for solving problems underlying many complex real-life applications [2].
An EA is an iterative technique that applies stochastic operators on a population of individuals. Each
individual encodes a tentative solution to the problem. The goal of the EA is to improve the fitness of
solutions, a measure related to the objective function. An evaluation function associates a fitness value
to the solution encoded by every individual, indicating its suitability to solve the problem.
In an EA, the initial population is generated randomly or by using some problem-specific heuristic.
Iteratively, the EA explores new solutions by applying probabilistic variation operators, including the
recombination of individuals or random changes (mutations) in their encoding. The search is guided by
a selection-of-the-best technique to tentative solutions of higher quality. The stopping criterion usually
involves a fixed number of iterations (generations) or execution time, a quality threshold on the best
fitness value, or the detection of a stagnation situation. Specific policies are used to select individuals to
recombine and to determine which individuals replace older ones in each new generation. Finally, the
EA returns the best solution found, regarding the fitness function values [16].

4.2

An evolutionary algorithm for virtual cloud brokering planning

The main features of the proposed EA are described next.
Problem encoding. Each individual in the population is represented using a request oriented encoding
that allows an easy implementation of the variation operators. Considering a problem instance with m
RIs and n user requests, the request oriented encoding is a vector of size n, containing the indexes of
the RI where each request is assigned (a dummy value is used to represent a request assigned to an ondemand VM). An additional structure is used to store the starting execution time for each user request.
Initialization. The proposed EA generates an initial population using a randomized Cheapest Instance
(rCI) heuristic, that randomly assigns user requests to the cheapest RI that fulfill its requirements [19].
Recombination. A special version of the uniform crossover (UX) operator is used in the proposed
EA (Algorithm 1). The recombination is performed by swapping the machines (m1 and m2 ) for each
request between the two parent solutions. The offspring are created according to a given parameter pSW ,
indicating the probability for performing the swap. When exchanging the RIs of a VM request between
parents, the request is scheduled in the destination RI at the latter feasible time at which it satisfies its
deadline. The proposed UX operator does not affect the feasibility of solutions.
Algorithm 1 Uniform crossover operator applied in the proposed EA
Input: schedules to recombine s1 , s2
Output: offspring s01 , s02
1: s01 = copy(s1 )
2: s02 = copy(s2 )
3: for all ti 2 V M do
4:
if (rand(0,1) < pSW ) then
5:
m1 = f (ti ) in s01
6:
m2 = f (ti ) in s02
7:
move ti in S10 to m2
8:
move ti in S20 to m1
9:
end if
10: end for
11: return s01 , s02
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Mutation. The mutation operator (Algorithm 2) is based on modifying requests assignments, following the idea of previous heuristics proposed for the problem [1]. The mutation iterates over each VM
request ti and the RI assigned to each ti in the solution s (according to function f ) is randomly changed
with a given low probability (pM  0.1). For each task, the set of RIs that improves the profit (i.e., has
a lower cost than the current assignment) is obtained (ListImproveProf, line 4 in Algorithm 2). This list
is then sorted by cost (line 5) and processed iteratively (lines 7–14). For each machine mj in the sorted
list, if the features provided by that machine (given by function feat) fulfill the hardware requirements
of request ti (given by function req), request ti is assigned to mj on a randomly selected position in
the scheduling queue of mi such that its starting time satisfies its deadline requirement. VM requests
assigned to machine mj are then shifted to optimize the starting times. In case that no machine is able
to execute the selected request, all machines are processed, sorted by geolocation factor and the request
is assigned to execute on the first feasible machine mj available (lines 17–22). After that, a swap is
performed with probability pSW (lines 24–28), moving a randomly selected request tk from RI mj to
machine mi .
Algorithm 2 SRCI-based mutation applied in the proposed EA
Input: schedule to mutate s
1: for all ti 2 V M do
2:
mi = f (ti )
3:
if (rand(0,1) < pM ) then
4:
ListImproveProf = SelectImprove(ti )
5:
ListVMCost = SortbyCost(ListImproveCost)
6:
assigned = FALSE
7:
for all mj 2 ListVM do
8:
if (req(ti ) ✓ feat(mj )) then
9:
f (ti ) = mj
10:
ShiftStartingTimes(mj )
11:
assigned = TRUE
12:
break
13:
end if
14:
end for
15:
if (assigned = FALSE) then
16:
ListVMGeo = SortbyGeo(VM)
17:
for all mj 2 ListVMGeo do
18:
if req(ti ) ✓ feat(mj ) then
19:
f (ti ) = mj
20:
ShiftStartingTimes(mj )
21:
end if
22:
end for
23:
end if
24:
if (rand(0,1) < pSW ) then
25:
tj = SelectRandom(mj )
26:
f (tj ) = mi
27:
ShiftStartingTimes(mi )
28:
end if
29:
end if
30: end for
31: return s

5

{according to schedule s}
{select VMs that improve profit}
{sort VMs by cost}

{continue with next task}

{sort VMs by geolocation factor for Ti }

{swap request}

Experimental analysis

This section reports the experimental evaluation of the proposed EA over realistic problem instances.

5.1

Problem instances and computational platform

Problem instances. We use the 400 problem instances from our previous work [1]. They combine 20
different workloads and 20 RI scenarios that account for real data from current cloud infrastructures.
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Workloads define a set of VM requested by users, including application type (computation task or web
service), memory and storage, processor speed, number of cores, data transfer estimation and geographical location of users. VM requests arrive in batches (50, 100, 200, and 400 requests) according to a
Poisson process per each scheduling period. Requests have different durations (from 10 up to 200 time
units, according to representative workload data from real cloud systems) and two data transfer categories are considered: low (1020 GB) and high (5250 GB). Application types and deadlines are defined
to model realistic situations, according to real data collected from grid and cloud logs. Scenarios describe
the set of RIs booked by the virtual broker, indicating available memory and storage, processor speed,
number of cores, location zone, cost (both pre-booked and on demand), and price values. Scenarios with
10, 20, 50, 80, and 100 RIs are considered, combining VMs from the public cloud (Amazon and Azure).
RI configurations and prices are updated to May, 2016. The virtual broker charges users of a specific
RI a price (per time unit) that is 20% cheaper than the on-demand price. This is a reasonable value for
attracting users to the service, while obtaining reasonable profit values.
Programming language and computational platform. The proposed EA was implemented in
Java using the jMetal library [6], a complete and flexible tool for multi-objective optimization using metaheuristics. The experimental evaluation was performed on a Quad-core Xeon E5430 processor at 2.66GHz and 8 GB RAM from Cluster FING (Universidad de la República, Uruguay,
http://www.fing.edu.uy/cluster) [17].

5.2

Baseline heuristics for the results comparison

In order to evaluate the results computed by the proposed EA, they are compared with a set of of heuristics
from the literature. These heuristics are described next.
Cheapest Instance (CI) sorts incoming VM requests by arrival time and, for each request, selects
the cheapest RI that fulfills the requirements. CI implements a First Come First Served scheduling
method, adapted to the VM planning problem, aimed at reducing the average response time and optimizing cost/profit, considering RI booking and data transfer.
Shortest Request to Cheapest Instance (SRCI) sorts VM requests by duration and selects the cheapest
instance that allows executing each request. SRCI implements a scheduling method similar to the wellknown Shortest Job to the Fastest Resource, but selecting the cheapest RI considering geolocation and
data transfer to evaluate the assignment costs. SRCI aims at maximizing the broker profit and minimizing
the mean response time, as shortest requests are assigned first and finished earlier, favoring users with
short computing time demands that are completed faster.
Queue Scanning (QS) is an heuristic proposed by Van den Bossche et al. [5] for scheduling VM
requests in a hybrid cloud infrastructure. QS is a simple and effective method that can be combined
with different scheduling policies for managing VM requests. The two variants proposed by Van den
Bossche et al. are used for the results comparison: Queue Scanning-Unfeasible To Public (QS-UTP),
which redirects unfeasible requests to the public cloud, and Queue Scanning-Cheapest To Public (QSCTP), that schedules large expensive unfeasible requests in the private cloud and re-schedules small
cheap requests from the private cloud to the public cloud.

5.3

Parameter setting

A study was done to determine the best values of three EA parameters: population size (pS), and the
crossover (pC ) and mutation (pM ) probabilities. The candidate values were: pS 2 [50; 100; 200], pC 2
[0.7; 0.8; 0.9], and pM 2 [0.001; 0.005; 0.01]. Thirty independent executions of the EA were performed
for two medium-size instances (100 and 200 requests and 50 RIs). The value of pSW was set to 0.5.
The best results (with statistical significance) were obtained when using the configuration pS = 200,
pC = 0.9, and pM = 0.01. This parameter configuration shows the importance of the crossover operator
and the swap mutation to compute accurate solutions.
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Numerical results

Tables 1 and 2 compare the results of the proposed EA against heuristics from related works [1, 5] for low
and high data transfers. Regarding broker profit, the tables report for each planning method the average
and best profit values, the average GAP (i.e., relative difference with the best result for each instance), and
the number of times each algorithm computes the best profit (#1). Average values correspond to thirty
executions of the proposed EA performed for each problem instance. The RIs utilization is also studied,
in order to evaluate how the compared planning methods make use of the virtual broker infrastructure.
broker profit
QS-UTP QS-CTP

#VM

metric

50

avg.
max.
avg. GAP
#1

80.4 81.8
107.7 107.7
4.2% 2.6%
35
36

80.4
107.7
2.9%
31

avg.
max.
100 avg. GAP
#1

139.0 142.5
196.1 196.1
6.4% 4.2%
14
14

avg.
max.
200 avg. GAP
#1
avg.
max.
400 avg. GAP
#1

SRCI

CI

EA

RIs utilization
QS-UTP QS-CTP

SRCI

CI

80.0 83.6
107.7 107.7
4.8% 0.0%
68 100

46.0
50
1.7%
57

45.2
50
3.6%
43

44.8
50
4.4%
26

46.1 46.6
50
50
1.5% 0.2%
65
93

EA

143.2
196.1
3.1%
6

137.7 147.3
196.1 196.1
7.9% 0.0%
24 100

86.3
100
1.6%
38

83.8
100
4.9%
17

82.9
100
5.8%
6

86.4 87.2
100 100
1.4% 0.6%
45
78

219.0 218.3
328.8 328.4
4.6% 5.5%
2
3

211.0
319.6
8.9%
2

213.2 228.9
325.2 328.8
7.7% 0.0%
3 100

166.2 159.1
200
200
3.2% 7.9%
5
5

152.7
200
11.8%
1

166.5 171.3
200 200
2.9% 0.2%
13
94

273.5 257.8
539.7 577.8
3.8% 21.7%
4
0

251.9
552.0
25.1%
0

261.3 286.4
536.4 598.2
12.7% 0.0%
4 100

251.5 219.7
356
350
2.4% 17.2%
7
0

209.3
330
21.2%
0

251.4 256.6
355 362
2.5% 0.6%
20
82

Table 1: Comparison of profit and RIs utilization for the studied methods (low data transfer scenarios).
#VM

metric

50

avg.
max.
avg. GAP
#1

broker profit
QS-UTP QS-CTP

SRCI

CI

603.4
737.0
3.6%
33

597.5
746.8
4.6%
31

591.0
737.0
5.7%
23

avg.
max.
100 avg. GAP
#1

1102.7 1085.7
1389.3 1391.0
4.2% 6.2%
7
8

avg.
max.
200 avg. GAP
#1
avg.
max.
400 avg. GAP
#1

RIs utilization
QS-UTP QS-CTP

EA

SRCI

CI

624.4
746.8
0.0%
100

46.0
50
3.7%
38

45.2
50
5.5%
36

44.9
50
6.1%
29

45.7 47.7
50
50
4.3% 0.0%
36 100

1078.8
1389.3
6.6%
4

1079.8 1149.8
1389.3 1398.6
6.6% 0.0%
7
100

86.3
100
4.1%
15

83.8
100
7.4%
11

83.4
100
7.7%
7

85.7 90.0
100 100
4.7% 0.0%
11
99

1977.1 1895.2
2539.7 2557.5
4.5% 9.3%
1
1

1837.8
319.6
12.3%
2

1932.8 2068.5
2539.7 2557.5
6.8% 0.0%
0
100

166.2 159.1
200
200
4.8% 9.5%
3
3

154.3
200
12.4%
2

164.1 159.1
200 200
6.1% 0.1%
1
99

2832.9 2497.3
4405.9 4321.1
4.8% 19.5%
4
0

2398.6
552.0
23.0%
0

2719.1 3002.4
4172.0 4536.2
8.8% 0.0%
0
100

251.5 219.7
356
350
4.9% 19.5%
1
0

209.3
330
23.4%
0

251.4 267.0
355 384
5.0% 0.0%
7
97

597.5
737.0
4.6%
29

EA

Table 2: Comparison of profit and RIs utilization for the studied methods (high data transfer scenarios).
The results in Tables 1 and 2 indicate that the proposed EA is able to outperform the heuristics
from the literature in all problem instances. Regarding broker profit optimization, the EA is able to
compute accurate schedules, with profit values up to 5.6% (low transfer scenarios) and up to 5.7% (high
transfer scenarios) better than those computed by SRCI, which is the best heuristic from the previous
work [1]. The improvements are better for problem instances with a larger number of requests, where
the proposed EA is able to find better scheduling decisions and a better packing of requests on the
available RIs. The proposed EA also achieves a better utilization ratio for the RIs booked by the virtual
broker, improving up to 6.0% the results of QS-CTP, which is the best heuristic overall regarding this
metric. The statistical analysis applying the Friedman rank test allows concluding that the proposed EA
outperforms the heuristics from the literature with statistical significance (with confidence level 0.99).
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Furthermore, the EA is useful to optimize the number of requests assigned to the RIs with the best
geolocation properties, assuring a better QoS to users. Figure 1 graphically compares the number of times
each method obtained the best number of optimal (i.e., closest) geolocation RI for each request. In lightly
loaded scenarios all planning methods compute roughly the same number of optimal assignments, but
the EA significantly outperforms the heuristics when considering heavily loaded scenarios (400 requests
per batch), where QS-UTP and QS-CTP are not able to find the best solution.
Finally, the proposed EA is an efficient optimization tool. The average execution times are lower
than one second for all problem dimensions, as reported in Table 3.

# VM

average
execution time (s)

50
100
200
400

0.12
0.22
0.48
0.97

Table 3: Average execution
time of the proposed EA
Figure 1: Number of times each method computes the best number of
optimal geolocation assignments

6

Conclusions and future work

This article presents an evolutionary approach for solving the virtual machine planning problem arising
in the virtual brokering model for IaaS services in cloud computing.
The proposed EA uses simple ad-hoc operators, following ideas from previous works. The main
results of the experimental evaluation performed over realistic scenarios indicate that the EA is able
to outperform a set of state-of-the-art heuristics from the recent literature, both in terms of profit and
utilization of the reserved cloud infrastructure. The best results are obtained for heavily loaded scenarios
with a significant number of user requests. These results allow concluding that the proposed EA is an
accurate method for planning the effective utilization of virtual machines owned by the virtual broker
and satisfy incoming user requests.
The main lines for future work are related to extend the experimental evaluation of the proposed
evolutionary approach, considering different infrastructure scenarios and different workloads based on
real cloud demands. The proposed approach should also be extended to deal with more complex resource
planning problems arising in the cloud computing paradigm.
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